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1. Introduction 
 

Our current main research includes aspects of simulation studies on 6D cooling of 
muon beams. There are several on novel concepts in our muon 6D cooling effort such as 
the first study of an achromatic solenoid dipole ring cooler. With the help of Al Garren 
we study the lattice of the muon collider using open mid-plane dipoles. All our muon 
collider projects have been included in the MAP program to date. 

During the past two years the muon collider and neutrino factory group has been 
reorganized into the FNAL-led Muon Acceleration Program (MAP). Recently this project 
was included in the FY 12 president’s budget and a letter of approval has been sent by the 
DOE. The UCLA team has been recommended for MAP supplemental funding by the 
MAP leadership and had signed a SOW for our activity that will be discussed during this 
proposal. We hope this will continue during the duration of the current proposal. 

 In the past year, we have concentrated on the MAP program and made significant 
progress. We published one paper of “6D μ± cooling using a solenoid-dipole ring cooler 
for a muon collider” in Oct. 2011 issue of NIMA journal. Another paper of “Optimization 
of a mercury jet target for a neutrino factory or a muon collider” will also be published in 
Nov. 2011 issue of PRSTAB journal. There are also several key proceedings, notes and 
talks from our group and they are listed in the following. 

1. Al Garren, J.S. Berg, D. Cline, X. Ding, H.G. Kirk, “Robust 6D μ± cooling using a 
solenoid-dipole ring cooler for a muon collider”, Nuclear Inst. and Methods in 
Physics Research, A 654   (2011) 40-44.  

2. X. Ding, D. Cline, H.G. Kirk and J.S. Berg, “Optimization of a Mercury Jet Target 
for a Neutrino Factory or Muon Collider”, BNL-96471-2011-JA, MAP-doc-4313, 
IDS-NF-AWG-004, 2011 (in Press at Physics Review Special Topics - Accelerator 
and Beams). 

3. D. Cline, X. Ding, A.A. Garen, F.Mills, “Estimate of the parameters for the 
injection system into the solenoid/dipole ring cooler and the heating of the cooling 
absorbs”, MAP-doc-4304, 2011. 

4. X. Ding, D. Cline, A.A. Garren, H.G. Kirk, J.S. Berg, “Status of studies of 
Achromat-based 6D Ionization Cooling Rings for Muons”, IPAC11, MOPZ030, San 
Sebastian, Spain, 2011. 

5. R. Palmer, R. Fernow, Jon Lederman, “Muon collider final cooling in 30-50 T 
solenoids”, in Proceedings of PAC 11, New York, 2011. (BNL-94919-2011-CP) 

6. X. Ding, D. Cline, A. Garren, H. Kirk, J.S. Berg, “Robust 6D muon cooling in 
four-sided ring cooler using solenoids and dipoles for a muon collider” in 
Proceedings of PAC 11 (MOP055), New York, 2011. 

7. X. Ding, D. Cline, A. Garren, H. Kirk, J.S. Berg, “Racetrack muon ring cooler 
using solenoids and dipoles for a muon collider”, in Proceedings of PAC 11 
(MOP054), New York 2011. 

8. R. Weggel, D. Cline et al., “Open Midplane Dipoles for a Muon Collider” in 
Proceedings of PAC 11 (TUP177), New York, 2011. 

9. D. Cline, “A/H Higgs Factory, Possible CP Violation and 6D Cooling”, Muon 
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Collider 2011 (Physics-Detectors-Accelerators), Telluride, June 27-July 1, 2011. 

10. H. Kirk, X. Ding, “Power Deposition in the Open Middleplane Dipole”, Muon 
Collider 2011 (Physics-Detectors-Accelerators), Telluride, June 27-July 1, 2011. 

11. X. Ding, “Power Density Study for Open Midplane Dipole”, MAP Collider Ring 
Magnets Mini-Workshop, FNAL, May 19-20. 

12. D. Cline, “Search for A/H at LHC and Implication for a Muon Collider Higgs 
Factory”, Muon Accelerator Program-Winter Meeting, Jefferson Lab, Feb. 28-March 
4, 2011. 

13. X. Ding et al., “Advances for a Solenoid/Dipole 6D Cooling Ring”, Muon 
Accelerator Program-Winter Meeting, Jefferson Lab, Feb. 28-March 4, 2011. 

14. Jon Lederman, “Final Cooling Studies”, Muon Accelerator Program-Winter 
Meeting, Jefferson Lab, Feb. 28-March 4, 2011. 

15. A. Garren, “6D Cooling Ring Lattice Strategies”, Muon Accelerator Program-
Winter Meeting, Jefferson Lab, Feb. 28-March 4, 2011. 

16.  K. Lee et al., “Simulation Study of Solenoid-Lithium Lens Channel”, Muon 
Accelerator Program-Winter Meeting, Jefferson Lab, Feb. 28-March 4, 2011.  

17. K. Lee, D. Cline, A. Garren, “Study of Li Lens Channel for Final Muon 
Ionization Cooling Stage”, MAP note, 2011 

 
1.1 Past work 
 

Over the past decade we have been working on variants of 6D final muon cooling 
or muon collider R&D: A solenoid/dipole ring cooler; a Li lens final cooler; a final cooler 
that uses high field solenoids (40-50T); the open midplane dipole and the lattice of the 
collider; studies of the target optimization for the µ± production; and the MICE project. 

We are working on developing components for the following so-called Neuffer-
Fernow plot that shows the required transverse and longitudinal emittance for a muon 
collider. Our major goal is to reach the emittance needed for a muon collider Higgs 
factory or higher energy muon collider. Work has been done largely in collaboration with 
the group at BNL and the company Particle Beam Lasers Inc. and the MAP team. The 
modern muon collider was started in 1992 based on ideas of Budker and Skrinsky at a 
much earlier time. For the first ten years we had extensive numbers of workshops, many 
organized by UCLA and concentrated on transverse muon cooling, believing that this 
was the easier cooling process. 

New schemes are needed for final transverse cooling. One is to use a Li lens final 
cooler, which we describe below. The other is a string of very high field solenoids (~40-
50T) to achieve the final cooling. Our group is working on both methods and this will be 
described later in the proposal and is the PhD thesis work of Jon Lederman. 
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Figure 1. A complete scheme of ionization cooling for a muon collider. 

1.2 Physics motivation for a muon collider 

The motivations for building a muon collider are considerable.  Such a machine 
promises the exploration of new physics by expanding the energy frontier.  A muon 
machine also provides a fertile environment for studying Higgs physics, SUSY and CP 
violation. The coupling to the S channel is larger by Mµ

2/Me
2. 

Higher Energy Physics Studies: Reduced synchrotron radiation allows for more 
focused acceleration of muons than electrons.  Because muons are point particles, they 
offer advantages over composite particles such as hadrons. 

Higgs Factory: This idea was formed in our first UCLA workshop in 1992. The 
theorized Higgs particles, which may be discovered at the LHC, are responsible for the 
generation of mass for fermions via the Yukawa couplings.  Muons are strongly coupled 
to the hypothesized Higgs particles.  

SUSY: A special type of Higgs Bosons are predicted, A and H. We have been a 
strong proponent of the A/H muon collider Higgs factory. 

 
1.3. 6D muon cooling  
 

In order to maximize the event rate, the goal is to maximize the luminosity at the 
interaction point.  In order to achieve maximum luminosity, the emittance of the beam in 
both transverse and horizontal dimensions should be as low as possible.  Accordingly, the 
final stage of the muon collider is 6D cooling, which is designed to reduce the beam 
emittance.  6D cooling refers to the reduction of the phase space volume of the muons.  
Muon cooling presents significant technical challenges due to the fact that the muon 
lifetime is on order of microseconds and thus the cooling must occur on this timescale. 

The theory of ionization cooling demonstrates that reduction of transverse 
emittance also brings about heating in the longitudinal dimension. The longitudinal 

heating is directly related to the negative slope of the   (relative ionization) curve.  

Thus, in the final cooling, maximizing the luminosity requires reducing the transverse 
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emittance while minimizing the growth of the longitudinal emittance.  Because the 
transverse emittance is proportional to the beta function, it is desired to reduce the beta 
function of the beam. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Schematic drawings from the Muon Collider MAP in a) schematic of 20 GeV NF and in b) 
schematic of 1.5 TeV MC. 

Table 1.  Parameters for two muon collider options. 

c.m. Energy 1.5 TeV 4 TeV 

Luminosity (cm–2sec–1) 1×1034 2×1034 

µ’s per bunch 2×1012 2×1012 

Ring Circumference (km) 3.0 8.1 

Betatron at IP (mm) 10 3 

r.m.s. ∆p/p 0.001 0.0012 

Repetition Rate (Hz) 12 6 

ε⊥ (π⋅mm⋅mrad) 25 25 

ε|| (π⋅mm⋅mrad) 72,000 72,000 

 
Since 2010 the previous collaboration has been subsumed into the MAP program 

that is now approved by the DOE. All of the methods studied in this proposal were in the 
MAP proposal and are consistent with the current MAP program. 
 
2. MICE: Recent progress on the international muon ionization cooling experiment 

The UCLA members have been involved in the Muon Ionization Cooling 
Experiment (MICE) from the initial conception in 2000. X. Yang helped Alan Bross with 
the tracker development. D. Cline and K. Lee will help with the MICE data analysis. X. 
Yang will take shifts. 

The muon beam at the Rutherford lab will be low enough intensity for the 
trackers.  Over the two decades of simulation studies show that there will be transverse 
cooling.  The R&D experiment will not only verify the known results from simulation 
studies but also will be a significant development project of the necessary technology 
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towards a future Neutrino Factory or a muon collider construction. Our funding has been 
tight so we have had problems paying the MICE fee. We hope to send some funds 
now. 

 

 
Figure 3. MICE channel 3-D and schematic layouts. 

3. Research progress on 6D muon cooling with a Dipole-Solenoid ring 
 

6D ionization cooling of muons is needed to achieve the necessary luminosity for 
a muon collider. If that cooling could occur over multiple turns in a closed ring, there 
would be significant cost savings over a single-pass cooling channel. We propose to use a 
ring that employs both dipoles and solenoids with the additional requirement that the arcs 
of the ring to be achromatic. We find robust 6D cooling in the simulation. 

The lattice design has evolved from the original concept shown in Fig. 4 (left) to a 
lattice design that is much more effective for cooling by Al Garren. Our first design of an 
achromatic cooling lattice, which had a two-sided “racetrack” shape, had rather poor 
cooling performance. We identified two causes for this: a very low dynamic aperture, and 
a small momentum passband. Particles that were being lost showed significant signs of 
coupling between the transverse and longitudinal planes. Furthermore, since the 
minimum of the time of flight as a function of momentum was at a relatively low 
momentum, we were forced to operate at a low momentum (145 MeV/c) to stay on one 
side of the minimum so as to have synchrotron oscillations. These observations, plus 
experience from the RFOFO cooling ring that dynamic aperture was reduced when there 
was more bending, led us to reduce the dispersion in the ring by using a four-sided shape, 
but otherwise the same structure. This would allow us to operate at a higher momentum, 
improving the sum of the damping partition numbers. We also designed the lattice so the 
design tune was 1.75 (instead of the original 1.68), so as to center the design momentum 
in the passband.  The dynamic aperture did not improve when we did this, indicating that 
the dynamic aperture was dominated by the solenoid part of the lattice, and that the 
symmetry breaking from the bending was a minor contribution. 

We then made a modified lattice where each superperiod was close to having an 
internal eight-fold symmetry. The original lattice lacked this symmetry since it was 
desirable to have a long distance between solenoids in the straight sections to allow space 
for injection and extraction hardware, while it was desirable to have low beta functions at 
the absorbers in the arcs. The resulting lattice had a significantly improved dynamic 
aperture, and a significantly improved momentum passband arising from the reduced 
chromaticity of the lattice. In addition, we used a four-sided lattice to improve the sum of 
the damping partition numbers as described above. The resulting cooling performance 
was a significant improvement over that of the original lattice. 
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Figure 4.  Schematic drawing of the racetrack (left) and four-sided Solenoid-Dipole ring (middle) and 
beta function and dispersion in a ring quadrant of four-sided ring (right). 

The four-sided ring is shown in Fig. 4. It has four 90 deg arcs and 8 dipoles 
separated by solenoids in each arc. The arcs are nearly achromatic both horizontally and 
vertically. The result is that the dispersion is zero in the straight sections between the 
arcs. In order to cool the beam, the liquid hydrogen (LH2) wedge coolers are inserted into 
a region with low β and high dispersion. For each LH2 wedge absorber, it has a length of 
19.5 cm, energy loss rate of 0.3 MeV/cm and wedge angle of 23 deg. Four 201.25 MHz 
accelerating cavities (RF) are placed in the superperiod. Its accelerating gradient is 15 
MV/m and RF phase is 30 deg. The RF cavities will restore the energy of muon beam lost 
in the LH2 absorbers. Our compact four-sided ring has positive dispersion, which means 
that higher momentum particles have longer paths around the ring, and thus lose more 
energy per turn, than the low energy particles do. Consequently, cooling takes place in 
the longitudinal as well as the transverse dimensions. Evolution of the beam parameters 
in the cooling process during 15 turns of the four-sided ring cooler is presented in Fig. 5. 
If we time the entire horizontal, vertical and longitudinal invariant emittance together, we 
see the 6D emittance has fallen by a factor 31.9 after 15 revolutions with a transmission 
of 42% (64% without muon decay) and the Merit factor is 13.2. So we see there is a 
robust 6D cooling for the circulating muon beam in each of the three space and three 
momentum dimensions [1].  

 
Figure 5. Beam emittance and transmission (left) and Merit factor (right) as a function of full ring 
turns. Note that the figure of merit has greatly improved. 
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References 

1. Al Garren, J.S. Berg, D. Cline, X. Ding, H.G. Kirk, “6D µ± cooling using a solenoid-
dipole ring cooler for a muon collider”, Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, 
A 654   (2011) 40-44.  

 

4. Study on injection scheme of the Dipole-Solenoid ring cooler 
 

Now we look at the injection requirement of the above dipole-solenoid ring cooler 
[1, 2]. First, as shown in Fig. 6, we increase the length of solenoids in the straight section 
of original lattice in Fig. 1 from 0.25 m to 0.5 m. This will keep the circumference and 
the 6D cooling behavior no change. But it can reduce the hard edge focusing of solenoids 
and make the larger deflected beam by the kicker go through this solenoid without being 
lost. Second, we simulate the real beam from our previous 6D cooling study with 
normalized horizontal emittance of 1.26 cm and vertical emittance of 1.48 cm and its plot 
of X-Y and Px-Py at the beginning of first straight section before the K1 is shown in Fig. 
7. Our simulation (see Fig. 8) shows we can’t obtain necessary separation in front of the 
Sol2 if this entire initial beam is launched. In our lattice, a 90 degrees in betatron phase is 
already designed for some point in the straight section in front of the Sol2 relative to the 
middle point of the kicker. 

We found the high horizontial momentum is harmful for the separation between 
the extracted beam and circulating orbit. By limiting the Px to 0.03 GeV/c to pick out the 
remaining 85% from the entire initial beam, we found a clear separation between this 
beam and the circulating orbit. Fig. 9 show this simulating result and we see this selected 
beam can be tracked and arrive at the location in 100% just before the second solenoid 
with a clear separation for inserting the flux tube. By the way, we found the strength of 
1st kicker (K1) can be neither too high nor too low. If too low, the deflection is not 
enough for separation in the following straight section. If too high, the solenoids will 
bring some beam to center axis in negative slope in the following straight section. Our 
best value of K1 and K2 in the beam case is around 0.28 T and 0.65T, respectively.  

Because a solenoid will rotate the median plane and give the beam a tilt, the r-z 
plot in Fig. 9 can’t exactly reflect the real beam separation between the injected/extracted 
beam and closed orbit. We must use x-y plot to directly see if the beam is separated or 
not in space. Fig. 10 is a x-y plot at the end of K2. We see the beam has already enough 
separation using only strength of 0.3 T for each of K1 and K2.  

In conclusion, we have simulated the extraction process with both single particle 
and the beam. We find two kickers and a superconducting flux exclusion tube are 
required in our extraction system. At this stage, our simulation shows a clear separation 
can be created in front of the Sol2 between the extracted beam from 85% of the entire 
initial beam for 6D cooling and the circulating orbit. The injection is exactly a reverse of 
extraction process. So we can envision the beam can be injected from the right to left 
inside this flux exclusion tube, go through the Sol2 with field-free path and then merged 
into the cooling orbit utilizing two kickers. 

References 
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1. Al Garren, J.S. Berg, D. Cline, X. Ding, H.G. Kirk, “6D µ± cooling using a solenoid-
dipole ring cooler for a muon collider”, Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, 
A 654   (2011) 40-44.  
2. D. Cline, X. Ding, A.A. Garen, F.Mills, “Estimate of the parameters for the injection 
system into the solenoid/dipole ring cooler and the heating of the cooling absorbs”, MAP-
doc-4304, 2011. 

 
Fig. 6. Layout of K1, K2, Sol1 and Sol2 for injection/extraction (Modified lattice with 0.5m of 
solenoids in straight section). 

  

Fig.7.  Plot of X-Y and Px-Py with initial beam found in the 6D cooling study. 
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Fig. 8.  Simulation of the initial entire beam for injection/extraction.  

 
Fig. 9.  Simulation of 85% of the initial entire beam for injection/extraction (r-z plot).  
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Fig. 10.  Simulation of 85% of the initial entire beam for injection/extraction (x-y plot).  

 
5. Final cooling with PBL-BNL 40T magnet and simulation of full channel with RF  
 
 6D coolers do an excellent job of cooling in the longitudinal emmittance but fail 
to give strong transverse cooling. For a muon collider small transverse emmittance is 
crucial. For this reason the MAP group is studying additional transverse cooling or final 
cooling. In order to give strong final cooling a system of very low β is needed.  The 
leading system is to use very high field solenoids (50T) to produce this low β. 
Coincidentally the PBL Company is developing a 40T system under an SBIR grant. 
 Jon Lederman will do his PhD thesis on the study of this cooling. Due to space 
restriction in this proposal we cannot lay out the full calculations involved. One is an 
attempt to lower the magnetic field. 
 One use of this final cooling is to produce a Higgs factory muon collider. D. Cline 
has proposed that the A/H Higgs Boson could be studied with such a collider and 
possibly discovers the origin of CP violation in nature. 

We propose a final cooling scheme utilizing lower momenta, which allows for 
operating at lower magnetic fields.  The transverse emittance may then be reduced using 
progressively higher solenoid fields to drive down the beta function.  Operating at lower 
energy also reduces the beta function.  
 Operating at lower momentum, however, introduces longitudinal heating because 
this translates to operating at progressively higher negative slopes on the dE/dz curve.  
Longitudinal emittance growth is also caused by energy straggling and bunch length 
growth due to time of flight effects. 
 Fig. 1 shows a plot of longitudinal emittance vs. transverse emittance for a muon 
collider.  The final cooling (shown by the red line toward the left of the plot) depicts the 
final cooling.  Note that the reduction of transverse emittance is accompanied by grown 
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in longitudinal emittance due to the longitudinal heating effects described above (see 
Figure 1 for reference). 
 Fig. 11 shows one final cooling stage.  The stage includes a liquid hydrogen 
absorber to achieve ionization cooling followed by a drift section and then an RF linac to 
restore the energy lost in the transverse dimension.  The focusing is achieved via solenoid 
fields. The field flip is introduced in order to reduce the accumulation of canonical 
angular momentum. 
 Fig. 12 is a plot of longitudinal emittance vs. transverse emittance for a final 
cooling channel (the plot should be read left to right in moving along the cooling 
channel).  Thus, this data reflects a series of cooling stages.  The data was generated 
without simulating full RF for each stage.  Instead, the RF effects were generated 
manually. 
 Note that the higher fields curves exhibit lower slope and thus lower longitudinal 
emittance growth.  Based upon the plot in Fig. 12, it is clear that the desired emittance 
goals may be achieved with 50T solenoids.  However, importantly, the simulations 
results also show the emittance goals may be reached with 40T solenoids and possibly 
30T solenoids.  This is a significant simulation result for it indicates the more technically 
challenging 50T solenoids may not be required for final cooling.  

References 

1. Cline, David, Search For A/H at LHC and Implication for a Muon Collider Higgs 
Factory, JLAB Winter MAP Meeting, March 3, 2011. 

2. Palmer, Robert, A Complete Scheme Of Ionization Cooling For A Muon Collider, 
arXiv:0711.4275v1 [physics.ac-ph], November 27, 2007. 

 
Figures 11. Final cooling scheme using 50T solenoids. 
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Figure 12. The different transverse emittances for a high field final cooler. 

6. Study of the constraints on a muon collider for a study of the A/H Higgs Bosons  
 
 The current status of the search of the standard model Higgs boson is this: both 
CMS and Atlas have limited the Higgs to be less than 140 GeV to 95 percent confidence 
level. There is excess of background and signal in the 120 GeV region where the standard 
model Higgs should exist. It will take some time to sort this out. 
 Other teams are searching for the A Higgs boson (UCLA et al). This may be 
easier than the low mass Higgs. Should the A be discovered we have shown long ago that 
the A and H having different CP status could interfere in indicating large CP violation. 
This could in part motivate an S channel Higgs boson. 
 After the study we will submit a paper to Phys. Rev. Letters. Jon Lederman will 
include this in his PhD thesis at UCLA  (with Gail Hanson). 

 
7. Simulation of meson production on the muon collider target 
 

We have been asked by the MAP team to work with the target studies to perform 
the pion production simulation for a 4-MW target station. Using the MARS code, we 
simulate particle production initiated by incoming protons below with kinetic energies 
between 2 and 100 GeV. For each proton beam energy, we optimize particle production 
by varying the target parameters: the mercury jet radius, the incoming proton beam angle, 
and the crossing angle between the mercury jet and the proton beam. With an 8 GeV 
proton beam, we study the variation of meson production with the direction of the proton 
beam relative to the target. In addition, the correlation between pion production and 
multiple beam entry points for the proton beam onto the jet has been examined. We also 
examine the influence on the meson production by the focusing of the proton beam. 
Finally, the number of muons surviving through the Neutrino Factory front end channel is 
determined as a function of the proton beam energy.  

Recently, we have revised our optimization procedure to make sure the proton 
beam always exactly below the mercury jet when the beam approaches the jet at the 
intersection point of z=-37.5 cm. We are also required to study the meson production 
with the Ga target. In the second year of MAP, we will optimize the target parameters for 
both cases of HG and GA target with kinetic energies between 2 and 15 GeV in order to 
compare their performance. In addition, H.G. Kirk et al. developed a new target system 
baseline [2] for a Muon Collider or a Neutrino Factory. This revised baseline requires a 
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new configuration of the target SC magnets.  We will also perform the meson production 
simulations and optimization studies of target parameters for this new configuration. 

References 
1. X. Ding, D. Cline, H.G. Kirk and J.S. Berg, “Meson Production Simulations for a 
Mercury Jet Target for a Neutrino Factory or Muon Collider”, (in Press at Physics 
Review Special Topics - Accelerator and Beams). 
2. H.G. Kirk et al., http://physics.princeton.edu/mumu/target/target_baseline_v3.pdf 
 

8.  Heating study of muon collider ring dipole with shielding pipe or open midplane   
A key R&D component in MAP is the design of muon collider lattice and the 

development of the technology required to cope with radiation from the decay of muons 
circulating in the collider ring. In 1995 the first study of the lattice of a muon collider was 
carried out by A. Garren et al. Very recently, the MAP is very interested in the study of 
superconducting magnets for the collider and Alexahen et al. have studied the new 
candidate lattices. To shield the magnets from the radiation of energetic synchrotron 
photons and electromagnetic showers, we’ve studied the open-midplane dipole (OMD) 
with no conductor near the plane of the accelerator or storage ring, where most of the 
muon decay takes place. Our preliminary simulation (see Fig. 13) using MARS15 for a 
unidirectional muon beam exiting an open-midplane dipole of 6-m length and 15-mm 
half-gap shows the peak power density on SC coils is within the nominal quench limit of 
1.6 mW/g [1, 2].  

In addition to OMD, there are two different shield and dipole magnet concepts are 
proposed. The first would have an elliptical tungsten shield pipe within an elliptical 
‘cosine theta’ dipole magnet. The second concept would be for a rectangular room 
temperature tungsten shield pipe within a new ‘Inside Support Free’ rectangular block 
dipole, using concepts from Open Mid-Plane designs.  

We will continue our study of muon collider ring dipole with shielding pipe or 
OMD. We will set up a simulation, using the MARS code, of the energy leakage from the 
different design. Our goal is to iterate the designs until the specification of less than 1 % 
leakage is achieved with the minimum shield dimensions. Al. Garren and R. Weggel will 
be the lead person in advising and establishing the ring lattice and ring dipole parameters 
to provide better specification of dynamic aperture and field-quality requirements. 

We will help R. Palmer with study of the Tungsten fill collider magnet. 

 
Figure 13. Energy deposition at the downstream end of a 6-m-long OMD. 

http://physics.princeton.edu/mumu/target/target_baseline_v3.pdf�
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9. Proposed progress over a year 

 
The approval of the MAP program by the DOE has been a dream of ours since 

our first meeting in 1992. MAP funds at UCLA are focused on the muon collider design 
studies. Activities include simulations of muon collider cooling channels, including 
cooling rings and the 40T final cooling channel. Other work includes optimization studies 
for high-power MC/NF targets and energy deposition in collider ring targets.  

The supervision of the team at BNL is made by H. Kirk (Ding, PhD student 
Lederman). 

The SOW between FNAL and UCLA for the next year could include (see Table 
2): 
 

Table 2. Muon collider and cooling research 
 

6D ring cooler using dipoles/solenoids Goal: To reach a merit factor of 100 (D. Cline, X. Ding, A. 
Garren, K. Lee, BNL group) to advance the state of the 
injection/extraction system design. 

The heating of muon collider ring dipole and muon 
collider lattice 

Goal: To study the heating due to the circulating muon beam 
for several ring dipoles in a row (D. Cline, X.Ding) to study 
a modified lattice to reduce the heating (Al. Garren and 
BNL group) 

 The injection and extraction into the ring cooler Goal: To continue the injection studies started last year and 
described in Fig. 8/9 (K.Lee, X. Ding, D. Cline, BNL 
Collaboration) 

The study of final cooling using high field solenoids Goal: To simulate the transverse emittance using high field 
solenoids (J. Lederman, PhD student, D. Cline, R. Palmer, 
J.S. Berg) 

The MICE project Goal: To take shifts and help analyze data (X. Yang, K.Lee, 
D. Cline) 

Target studies Goal: To assist the BNL group in studies of muon 
production with a mercury jet and GA target (X.Ding, BNL 
group) 

Study of the Constraints on a Muon Collider for the Study 
of the A/H Higgs Bosons 

Goal: To study the parameters of an S channel muon collider 
for CP violation at the A/H particles (D. Cline, J. Lederman, 
Gail Hanson)  

 
 
10. Budget 
 
 
 
 
 
11. Appendix (key papers in the past year) 
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